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Executive Summary
Natural and manmade disasters are becoming more frequent, increasing in severity and affecting more people
than ever before. The reasons vary but include climate change, population growth and urbanisation. As such,
developing the tools, processes and best practices to tackle with natural and manmade disasters more
effectively has become an urgent priority around the globe. To do so, disaster managers or responders require
adequate technology, tools and practices aiding them to systematically manage heterogeneous information
from various sources and efficiently collaborate for effectively assisting those in need.
Prior to civil protection organisations improving their crisis management capabilities with new tools and services
they must obtain a clear idea of the problems they are trying to solve and as such upgrade their processes and
practises. The project acknowledges the challenges for transboundary collaboration in response planning,
efficient resource management and most importantly lack of interoperability in regards to data sharing and
connecting people and diverse processes.
Before responding effectively, crisis managers and actors across chain of command must be prepared. To do so,
collaborative response planning and realistic training are powerful tools for improving understanding and
enhancing synergies to cope with the unexpected. In this direction, IN-PREP equips the civil protection agencies
with integrated tools and services to support transboundary crisis management, systematic training and to
interlink a wide range of stakeholders strengthening transboundary collaboration.
The work presented in this document addresses a core component to the above scope, namely the Scenario
Building Tools. It is a suite of tools built around scenario editing and execution capabilities to allow civil
protection actors of all disciplines to create multiple hazard scenarios and as such enhance their training
boosting realism and collaboration. The Scenario Building Tool is operated by Trainers or Crisis Managers that
need no more to rely on static scenarios as the tool allows dynamic design and iteration of training sessions in
real-time. In addition, the tool interconnects with modelling and simulation platforms facilitating as such freedom
with respect to scenario variables. The scenario script is digitised and can be adapted, re-played and evaluated.
Furthermore, the script is loaded and executed to the IN-PREP Training Platform and the Command, Control and
Coordination Systems shared instantly with the Trainees, the later experiencing an improved training session
which according to the script timeline expects for their response actions.
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